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MONDAY 20th August 2018

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
MON 20/8
TUES 21/8
WED 22/8
THUR 23/8
FRI 24/8

Languages Week
Year 8 Kryal Castle
Languages Week
ASH – After School Homework Club
Languages Week / Soiree
Languages Week
Genes for Jeans day
2019 Year 9 Subject Selections due
Languages Week

MON 27/8
TUE 28/8

ASH – After School Homework Club

WED 29/8

Inter Basketball & Table Tennis

THUR 30/8

Curriculum Day

FRI 31/8

Year 10 Formal

@lalorsecondary

SCHOOL VALUES

Congratulations to the following students who recently
received School Values Cards for upholding our school
values:
Jeanna Liang
Eleni Panitsa
Katerina Piromalis
Zoe Radimisis
Nikitas
Papapanagiotou
Dvyansh Bangia
Cindy I Gusti
Jimmy Tran
Cindy Huynh
Armina Barzardi
Hassan Youssef
Daniel Raslan
Paris Tsaketas-Chiu
Mohammad
Rahmatinejad
Elma Muracevic
John Katiforis
Jihan El Marouk
Dimitris
Dimanopoulos
Ahmed Al-Abboodi
Mohammed
Neamah
BJ LIkisone
Azhdar Imad
Milan Grmusa
Luke Burt
Michael Mahmoud
Reuben Matai
Smiledeep Kaur
Alannah Dragarski
Yasmin Bilbilov
Tha Chim
Alisha Huynh
Nicky Ah Fook
Eissa Ahmad
Christian Batsanis
Mikayla Bonaci
Louis Boursinos
RJ Cottier
Amiira Muridi
Sercan Ozer
Anastasia Zorzi

Samuel Sahinis
Nicky Ah Fook
Chris Ratsakas
Alan Kekez
Chris Ratsakas
Alan Kekez
Nikolina Djurdjevic
Pierece Musso
Eleni Panitsa
Andrew Pitsivoris
Zoe Radimisis
Anastasia
Rigopoulos
John Katiforis
Maragarita
Kostandara
Michelle Franco
Stephanie Hristovski
Alice Ibrahim
Jeff Lee
Shara Molini
Martin Rudevski
Sonya Talevski
Alessandra Failla
Anastasia
Rigopoulos
Hayder Al-Janabi
Gadier Ahmad
Lucas Tigani
Deklan Bermingham
Maria Petropoulos
Eric Ouranidis
Joey Rossin
Emanuel Rule
Oriana Ruscigno
Klea Shami
Zane Souleman
Jacob Stanley
Max Stewart
Elizabeth Taylor
Banks
Andrew Tran
Musa Al Musawi
Isabella Macciocca

Matthew Spinazzola
Malek El Souleiman
Yzabella Soriano
Katerina Velkov
Ayman AL Hamza
Akram Al Kagani
Bilal Elkotob
Ava Frigo
George Gharibeh
Nicole Stella
Sarah Al fetlawi
Hyder Al Harbiya
Issa Bakir
Alexander Lazarov
Tina Nguyen
Jazelle Ahmad
Jennifer Le
Daniel Nguyen
Katerina Piromalis
Isabelle Long
Natasha Thai
Loreta Lafaele
Lorraine Habib
Natasha Thai
Jacqueline Rantino
Andy Lu
Loreta Lafaele
Kiera Andrews
Jake Gray
Jordan Raad
Julia Cortese
Rob Garcia
Madison Dines
Lord Issa
Nadia Deamicis
Mirna Hekmat
Aryan Arora
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Principal Report

c) The learning task is enhanced with the use of a device.

The schools third Curriculum day of the year will be held
on Thursday the 30th of August. This day is a student free
day and all parents and students are reminded to make
the necessary arrangements for students not attending
on this day.

d) The use takes into account health and safety considerations such as reasonable level of noise or sharing of
ear plugs.

The school Production of ‘Grease’ will run on Wednesday the 10th, Thursday the 11th and Friday the 12th of
September. The students and Ms Corvasce have been
working extremely hard to put together a wonderful
show. The tickets are selling fast with over 50% already
sold. I encourage all parents and students to purchase a
ticket at the general office before it is sold out, and
come along for a wonderful night’s entertainment.

The school runs many activities throughout the year that
involve both students and staff across a range of learning areas. I have recently been involved in judging an
activity that has engaged our staff and students and put
a smile on the face of everyone who has been involved.
The Ready, Steady, Cook competition based on the TV
show has seen students from different houses competing against each other in a timed cook off. We have
also had staff competing against each other in house
teams with some very surprising results. As a judge I can
say the quality of the meals being produced has been
outstanding and extremely difficult to decide. I congratulate the Blue and Green student teams who will be
playing off in the grand final next week and look forward
to seeing who makes it through for the staff.

e) Privacy of other students or the teacher is not compromised by the use of such devices.
Recently we have had some parents coming to the general office to drop off take away food for their children.
This places an unfair burden on our office staff to then
contact the students, chase them up and then pass on
the food. This also sends the wrong message to the rest
of our student community in regard to healthy eating.
Can I please ask that parents arrange a packed lunch for
their children that they bring to school in their school
bags or provide money so they can purchase items from
the cafeteria.

If there are any questions or concerns about the following information please contact me on 9463 7300.
Best regards,
Corey Jewell
College Principal

The school has a Personal Digital Device policy to ensure
the safe and ethical use of digital technology in the
school. This policy also ensures that students are not
distracted by the technology in the classroom when they
are meant to be engaged in their classroom activities.
Listed below is an outline of the policy that will be communicated to all students in the coming weeks. I ask that
all members of our community make themselves aware
of these guidelines so this aspect of school life can be
managed with clarity.

1. Students may only use their digital devices under the
explicit instruction of a teacher when the teacher has
determined the following:
a) The use is directly related to learning and teaching, or
to meet the learning style of students.
b) The use is not interfering with the learning of other
students.
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Year 11 & 12
Next week on Thursday the 23rd of August, LSC will be having a
Jeans for Genes day. All students will be
allowed to wear
jeans for the day if they bring in a gold coming donation to
support this worthy cause. They must wear the rest of their
school uniform as usual, but can wear jeans and non school
shoes on this day.
You may have noticed students wearing new
LSC badges lately. The school has developed a
new reward system that allows students to
collect badges for excellent effort in honours, academics, community, leadership, sports
and arts. All students also received a badge for their house.
It’s great to see the students wearing these badges proudly.

Ms. Laura Forster
Assistant Principal

Year 7 & 8
For a number of years Lalor Secondary College has partnered
with The Australian Business and Community Network (ABCN)
In the September holidays, LSC Indicative exams will run as
a non for profit Australia wide organisation that connects
usual. These exams are compulsory preparation for the end of business with secondary school students through mentoring
year VCAA exams and are a valuable opportunity for students and partnership programs. The companies that support ABCN
to have experience of what the end of year exams will be like. are amongst the biggest and most successful in Australia. Over
Some exams are 3 hours long and students need to practise
the years, Lalor students from Year 7 to Year 12 have worked
not only their subject content, but what the exam conditions with young professionals from PricewaterhouseCoopers
are actually like. I look forward to seeing all year 12 students
(PwC), Optus, Citibank and Jetstar whose aim is provide our
at this time. Dates and an exam schedule will follow over the students with the skills and work experience they require to
next two weeks for parents and students.
make the personal, educational and vocational choices best
Julie Ryan
suited to life in the 21st century. ABCN puts together strucAssistant Principal
tured programs that involve using volunteers from these companies who mentor students in their work places.
Year 9 & 10
One such program is INNOVATE. This is a program that was
I would like to begin by thanking parents of current year 8 and
developed in partnership with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
9 students for their attendance at the Parent Information
Evenings held over the past several weeks. It was pleasing to to increase student awareness and expertise in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Research shows
see so many of you brave the cold weather to hear infora rapidly growing number of students opting out of these
mation about the subject selection process and curriculum
STEM subjects at a time when the fastest growing jobs require
offerings available here at Lalor Secondary College. I would
STEM skills.
like to remind parents that the online subject selections
closes shortly. Please ensure that your child has completed
INNOVATE at LSC this year began last week will involve Year 8
their subject selection, printed off a copy for you to sign and students. The program will aim to build student interest and
then returned this form to the general office by the due date. confidence around STEM by working in small groups with PwC
mentors at PwC head office in Southbank. Students will expeNext Friday our year 10 students will be completing the secrience STEM brought to life and be given opportunities to
ond session of their Drive Smart program. This will lead to an solve complex problems and demonstrate creative thinking.
interactive program, which helps teenagers become better,
The program aims to encourage the continuation of Maths
safer drivers as they prepare to get their learners permits.
and Science based subjects into the higher levels at secondary
This program takes students through a range of driving sceschool and establish the link between STEM skills and future
narios, helping them to make safe driving
judgements.
careers.
As parents, you and your child can access the Drive Smart reMr. Peter James
sources through the TAC website.
This is a valuable resource for any parent who is currently su- Assistant Principal
pervising their child through learner driver practice with simulations and online practice tools. It is certainly worth a look.
Finally, I will be taking some long service leave for the last four
weeks of this term, and look forward to returning at the beginning of term 4. In the meantime, I wish the year 9 students
well on their Queensland camp adventure and am confident
they will have an enjoyable time.
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Henna Art Stall
Thanks to all amazing artists who have actively
participated and volunteered (Special thanks to Armina
9B) during Henna Art Activity on last Friday. The turnout
was more than expected and the success is, students
have requested to organised it again.
Special thanks to Ms Cousipetcos,
Ms Kumar and Ms Iacobelli for volunteering and active
participation.

Happy Henna Club

CAREERS NEWS
The careers office has been very busy over the last few weeks
with VTAC applications now open for Year 12 students,
uni open days, subject selections and TAFE taster days all
taking place.

VTAC Applications
All Year 12 students attend a VTAC & SEAS information session, and are being scheduled sessions in order to complete
their VTAC applications over the coming few weeks. Students
are encouraged to research and apply for any scholarships or
SEAS categories which they may be eligible for and seek help
in order to prepare these applications.

CASPer TEST
Any Year 12 student who is wanting to apply for a university
course in education in 2019 must complete the CASPer test in
order to be eligible through VTAC. Parents and students can
get all information regarding this at www.takecasper.com or
contact the careers office for more information.

KANGAN Broadmeadows TAFE Taster
Thursday 9th August a group of Year 10 students attended a
TAFE taster day at KANGAN in Broadmeadows along with a
number of other schools. Students were able to choose from
a range of sessions and completed sessions in Carpentry,
plumbing, hospitality, music, electrotechnology, bakery and
horticulture. In all of the classes students completed hands on
activities, and got a small taste of what is available in the various courses.
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YEAR 12 CHEMISTRY EXCURSION TO VSSEC:

The laboratory work the students undertook, including the use of UV-Visual spectroscopy, High Performance Liquid Chromatography and Infra-red
‘Unit 4 of VCE Chemistry involves the study of orspectroscopy, supports their assessment task for
ganic chemistry. One of the essential components of Area of Study 1, Unit 4 Chemistry.
the course is being able to utilise various analysis
techniques to identify the structure of a substance.
The excursion to the Victorian Space Science
Ms E. Domm
Education Centre (VSSEC) was a very rewarding
Chemistry Teacher
experience that enhanced our understanding of how
each technique is performed and its applications in
society. Overall, the excursion was extremely
successful in providing a visual representation of the
content taught in class.’
Sara Maric and Navjeet Singh

BOOST Corner
This term BOOST students will have the opportunity to attend the Melbourne Writers festival. It will be a great
opportunity to meet various popular authors and guest speakers through engaging events and workshops
throughout the day. The BOOST Team is looking forward to an exciting day out with our students and hope that
they will have a fantastic time.
BOOST Student Awards

Kemal MUSTAFA - 07F
Katerina SOUROULIA - 07G
Tina NGUYEN - 07C

Eve ANTICA - 07C
Christian FREDDURA - 08A
Jake RATSAKAS - 08I
Ariana ANTICA - 09D
Abdul BIN TAYOB MOHAMMAD - 09C
Tram Nguyen, Kayla Van Der Weyde & Cameron
White
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